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SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY STEERING COMMITTEE  MEETING 
Thursday, June 30th, 2011 at 10:00am 

Meeting Room C410 
MINUTES 

 
Chair: John Belshaw 
 
Present: Vivian Feng, Martin Gerson, Margaret Heldman, Scott Plear, John Russell, Margaret Lerer (Notes) 
 
Regrets: Stan Copp, Janet Douglas, Stéphane Guerraz, Ian Humphreys, Wanda Pierson, Kelly Sveinson 
 
              
 
 
Opening Remarks: 
John Belshaw called the meeting to order at 10:05am.   
 
1. Approval of Agenda 

J. Belshaw brought the committee’s attention to the agenda and asked if there were any changes and/or 
additions.  J. Russell noted that the item ”Reporting Out/ Committees & Grants in the Fall” which was to be 
added to all future agenda as a standing item was not on this agenda.  It was agreed that this item will definitely 
be added to all future agenda.  The amended agenda was approved by consensus. 
 
Action Item #1:  Add “Reporting Out/Committees & Grants in the Fall” as a standing agenda item on future 
meeting agenda         M. Lerer. 
 

2. Approval of Minutes 
J. Belshaw called for review and approval of the Minutes of June 10

th
, 2011.  After review a motion was made by 

M. Gerson, and seconded by J. Russell that the Minutes of June 20th, 2011, be approved.  The minutes of June 
10

th
, 2011 were approved by consensus. 

 
Follow –up on Action of Action Items of Minutes of June 10th, 2011 followed: 
Action Item #23:  M. Gerson reported that he will he will continue to follow up by phone with Sarah Gench at SFU.  
(Action Item #23 first noted in minutes of       2011.) 
 
The following action item was not included on the version of the application form distributed to the committee. 
Action Item #4 (June 10

th
):  Add the following statement to the LC-REB Application Form, Page 7 , under title Using 

Human Samples, following the first sentence:  
Please consult the Conflict of Interest Policy B3005, Section 2.6.      M. Lerer 
 
Action Item #11 (June 10

th
):  Review and amend our policy on conducting investigations. I. Humphreys 

As I. Humphreys is not at today’s meeting this action item is to be brought forward to the next meeting. 
           M. Lerer 
Action Item #12 (June 10

th
):  I. Humphreys and J. Belshaw met for an update re the SWAP student’s progress on 

web site design.  A scholarly activity committee web site page was discussed and web design template should be 
available within the next couple of weeks. This will be accessible on the Langara website. 
 
M. Heldman mentioned that she has received enquiries from faculty members regarding scholarly activity. 
J. Belshaw also advised that he has received several enquiries from faculty members, some of which included very 
pointed questions such as, “What is our policy on conflict of interest?”, and “What is our policy on research 
ethics?”.  Our strategy should include launching the website. 
 

3. Langara College Research Ethics Board Application for Ethics Approval  
 for Research Involving Humans 
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J. Belshaw noted that this is the final draft of this document. 
 
J. Russell suggested a minor change on page 16 that we add two new items under the heading  
Other documents, before Human Tissues form: 
 Copies of peer reviews      copies of protocol 
These additions change was agreed to. 
 
Action Item #2:   On page 16 of the application form add the following items: 
 Copies of peer reviews 
 Copies of protocol        M. Lerer 
 
J. Russell added that perhaps we could flag these items elsewhere in the document and imbed a request to attach 
these documents. 
Page 3 – Section F – Scholarly Review - under Item External Peer Review imbed a request to attach a copy of peer 
review. 
Page 4 – Section H – Description of Research Project under 1a imbed a request to attach a copy of protocol 
These changes were agreed to. 
Action Item #3:  Ensure that these changes are imbedded in Sections F & H of the document as noted  
above.          M. Lerer 
 
V. Feng felt that on page 7 under 1a the check box next to “Attach draft interview questions” implied that it was 
optional and questioned the need for a check box.  J. Russell felt that the check box is clearly optional. 
Further discussion ensued and it was agreed that the check box next to “Attach draft interview questions” is to be 
deleted. 
 
Action Item #4:  On page 7, under Item 1a – Interviewing participants – in the column on the right - Attach draft 
interview questions delete check box but leave the text.     M. Lerer 
 
V. Feng then questioned if on page 7, under 1a – Recording of participants using in the column on the right, 
Images used in disseminating results required a check box. M. Heldman added that once the date is collected – 
then consent would be required. M. Gerson suggested that under “Will images be used for disseminating results 
we change it to have two check boxes as follows: 
Will images be used in disseminating results? 
 Yes (if yes, include release to use participant images in consent materials.) 
 No 
These changes were agreed to. 
 
Action Item #5:  On page 7, under 1 a amend as follows:   
Will images be used in disseminating results? 
 Yes (if yes, include release to use participant images in consent materials.) 
 No          M. Lerer 
 
V. Feng, who had proofread the document prior to this meeting, brought the following errors in the application 
form to the attention of the committee.  After exhaustive discussion the following amendments were agreed to: 
Action Item #6:  Amend Images used in disseminating as noted above.   M. Lerer 
Action Item #7:  Under Section C. Agreement and Signature – delete the second signature section for principal 
investigator.  (As per Sections A and B Principal Investigator – and Project Information “There can only be one 
principal investigator.” 
Action Item #8:  Under Section G. Other Approvals delete the text (attach in Section N). 
Action Item #9:  Under Section M. Free and Informed Consent, entitled Competent Youth, second paragraph 3

rd
 

line “Youth 13 to 15 – delete the word informed and insert the word sought.  M. Lerer 
Action Item #10:  Under Section M. Free and Informed Consent, entitled Incompetent Youth, second paragraph in 
the column on the right after Consent of parent/quardian add the phrase will be obtained. M. Lerer 
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Action Item #11: On page 11, under Item 3, Means of Obtaining Consent after the phrase (Check all that apply, 
attach copies of all consent materials…..), delete the words complete item 13.   M. Lerer 
Action Item #12: Item 6. On page 11, delete the check box.     M. Lerer 
Action Item #13:  Under Section P. Researchers ensure that a link to LC-REB policy is added.  J. Belshaw 
Action Item #14:  Under Section Q. Further or Special Questions – 1 b. replace the item “27a” with 1a. 
            M. Lerer 
M. Gerson referred to the Application Form under Instructions (page 1) item 3, c/o of K. Jang.  M. Gerson noted 
that he did not think that K. Jang was aware that she is the designated L-CREB Research Ethics Administrator listed 
in this document and asked if either we replace her name with XXX or we let her know. 
 
M. Heldman added that K. Jang was selected because she is the president’s assistant. 
 
J. Belshaw confirmed that this is only for the interim as the business of the application form is to get NSERC 
approval and the president is the most responsible.  M. Gerson added that by that time we will have made a 
decision. 
 
M. Gerson asked how “hands on” will this responsibility be taken on a day to day basis? 
 
J. Belshaw replied that the president would only be needed bi-annually or annually for research ethics board 
review.  
 
M. Gerson informed the committee that he has made a proposal to the president. 
 
M. Gerson was reminded that he had proposed a change to the application form that he had run by J. Belshaw 
and J. Russell to change the wording in the research ethics policy form about the appeal committee to delete the 
direct reference to SFU, as the appeal committee no longer has to be a standing committee.  The language in the 
form now suggests we may want to have arrangements wherein arrangements have to be made to strike an ad 
hoc appeal committee.  This wording change is useful because we are not then dependent upon SFU.  If and when 
we get an agreement from SFU we can attach it at that time, but we would not have to wait before we apply to 
NSERC.  M. Gerson noted the he would like to circulate this document showing the amendments to the 
committee and request their approval. 
 
J. Russell moved to adopt M. Gerson’s proposal and to circulate the amendment for review by e-mail, seconded 
by S. Plear.  The motion was agreed to by consensus. 
 
Action Item #15:  Circulate to the committee, via e-mail, the amended LC-REB Application for Ethics Approval for 
Research Involving Humans.         M. Gerson 
 

4.i) Conflict of Interest Research Policy 
 J. Belshaw then drew the committee’s attention to the next agenda item, the Conflict of Interest Research Policy 

and noted that he and K. Sveinson had worked on these amendments together earlier this week before Kelly left 
for vacation.  The first main change was to Definitions – Conflict of Interest which was broken down into three 
bullets, Financial, Personal and Organizational situations (showing examples).   

 J. Russell asked where the word nominal had come from.  Nominal may mean trifling.  J. Belshaw replied that we 
should delete this word.  It was agreed that the word nominal be deleted. 

 Action Item #16:  Under heading 2. Definitions, Conflict of Interest – first bullet, second line, delete the word 
nominal.           M. Lerer 

 Action Item #17:  Under heading 2. Definitions, Conflict of Interest – second bullet, second line replace colon : 
with a comma ,.          M. Lerer  
J. Belshaw advised that he and K. Sveinson had fine tuned the language personal to make it more definitional.  
The definition of organizational had required quite a bit of crafting and requires the sharpest eyes..  In an earlier 
iteration we had listed special interests as a heading but we have now included the phrase special interests in the 
organizational definition as those that involve special interest groups. 
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It was noted that on page 2, under the heading Researcher, second line that the word or is bolded in error. 
Action Item #18:  On page 2, under the heading Researcher, second line unbold the word or.  M. Lerer 
 
J. Russell noted that on page 2, under the heading Research or Scholarly Activity, second line, the word or should 
follow the word inquiry.  It was agreed that the word or be added. 
Action Item #19:  On Page 2, under the heading Research or Scholarly Activity, second line, add the word or after 
the word inquiry.          M. Lerer 
The changes under Definitions were agreed to by consensus. 
 
J. Belshaw then turned his attention to Item 8. Procedures and continued with his review of the amendments 
made by him and K. Sveinson. 
It was noted that under 8..1.1 second line, after the word integrity, the word an should read and. 
Action Item #20:  Under item 8.1.1. amend the word an to and.     M. Lerer 
 
J. Belshaw stated that he and Kelly have tried to line this policy up with what we have done elsewhere.  More 
structure will be required, but an ad hoc committee has been defined.  Item 8.1 covers voluntary disclosure while 
8.2 covers involuntary disclosure.  These changes have all been made to help the researcher comply. 
 
V. Feng question if under item 8.1.4 we need to define peer.  After some discussion on this question it was agreed 
to leave the wording as it is. 
 
S. Plear moved to approve the Conflict of Conflict Policy as amended by J. Belshaw and K. Sveinson,  seconded by 
J. Russell.  The motion was to agreed to by consensus 
 
J. Russell commended the changes made by J. Belshaw and K. Sveinson.  J. Belshaw added that he had enjoyed 
working with K. Sveinson on this policy. 
 
M. Gerson referred back to the Conflict of Interest Policy, Item 8.1 and asked if when reference is made to VPA or 
delegate i.e. “the VPA or delegate will name an Ad Hoc COI Resolution Committee” is this the same individual that 
the conflict of interest was disclosed to?  For example if someone is delegated to receive disclosures of conflict of 
interest can a different delegate be on the committee?  The reply was yes. 
 
J. Belshaw then drew the committee’s attention to Agenda item 4. ii) Integrity in Research and Scholarship Policy 
#B3004 and asked M. Heldman to proceed with a review of the amendments.  
 

4.ii) Integrity in Research and Scholarship Policy 
M. Heldman proceeded with a review of the Integrity in Research and Scholarship Policy - #B3004 and confirmed 
that three weeks ago all of the editorial changes captured in the minutes had been incorporated.  There was some 
question by V. Feng regarding consistency with numbers written out followed by the numerical equivalent in 
brackets.  It was agreed that as the format currently used appears to follow convention we will continue to use 
the written number followed by the numerical equivalent in brackets up to the number ten (10),with all numbers 
higher than ten (10) written as a number, i.e. 11. 
 
S. Plear moved to approve the Integrity in Research Policy as amended, seconded by M. Gerson.  The motion was 
agreed to by consensus 
 
J. Belshaw then referred to the Policy on Conducting Investigations (attached to meeting package) and asked M. 
Heldman if there were any changes to this policy.  M. Heldman replied not at the moment but the policy will have 
to be revised at some time to accommodate the way that the SASC is going to be conducting investigations. 
 
J. Russell enquired how this policy is going to be revised and offered that this policy is quite general and would not 
necessarily require specifics.  M. Heldman concurred but felt that that would be for another day.  M. Heldman 
then recited Item 8.2 of the Policy Investigations-  “College employees who are directed under a policy, collective 
agreement or terms of employment to conduct an investigation o behalf of the College will follow the guidelines 
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appended to this policy and he guidelines that are appended are not necessarily the same as in the Integrity in 
Research and Scholarship Policy. Reference was then made to Action Item #11 of the June 10

th
 minutes and it was 

agreed that M. Heldman and I. Humphreys will review the Policy on Conducting Investigations with a view to 
aligning them to the with the SASC policies.  J. Belshaw noted that the guidelines in Appendix I – determine what 
is required – are you required to produce a written report, no, are you required to engage in mediation?  If you 
are unclear on your mandate, check.   
Action Item #21:  Review the Policy on Conducting Investigations and amend Section 8.2   
        M. Heldman & I. Humphreys 
 
J. Belshaw then drew the committee’s attention to Agenda Item 5-Reporting Out/Committee Grants.  He then 
confirmed that three policies are approved and changes to the application forms have been made and are 
awaiting approval and I think we can be pretty confident that we can bring this to the board prior to NSERC 
application.  We are in good shape to move forward. 
 
M. Gerson informed the committee that the Executive will meet on July 21, 2011 and he would be happy to 
present these items there.   
 
J. Russell enquired if there was any potential for a lack of quorum. 
 
M. Gerson replied that no – he thought everybody that normally attends will be there.  D. Ross is going to be 
there.  . 
 
J. Belshaw replied that they are presented to Langara Council as part of an information package. 
 
M. Gerson then asked if these documents need to go to the Education Council or the Langara Council before they 
are submitted to the NSERC 
 
Before he has vetted it with his advisory body 
 
J. Belshaw said that NSERC will be happy. 
 
M. Gerson added that he will discuss this on July 21

st
 with the Executive Board. 

 
J. Belshaw:  Reporting out – will review with DDC in August  
 
J. Belshaw then brought the committee’s attention to Agenda Item 6 i)  Scholarly Activity Survey. 
 
V. Feng advised that she had reconstructed the Scholarly Activity Survey and had consulted M. Gerson’s e-mail 
message re SASC as to chairs list. 
Research plan 
Introduction to advise faculty of background 
 
J. Russell suggested that we could be more specific to the researchers re their plans and goals and it might be 
useful to add “planned research” as an item to the Faculty Survey.  After some discussion, it was agreed that this 
amendment be made to the Faculty Survey. 
Action Item #22:  Renumber Item #6. Current or potential collaborations as number 7., then add Item 6. Planned 
research for the next five years.       V. Feng/M. Lerer 
 
There was some discussion regarding the end date until which the survey will be open. 
J. Russell suggested that if we send it out in September and ask the chairs to gather information from members of 
their department we might get a more valid response. 
We do not want it 
 
M. Gerson suggested that timing should coincide wit just before workshops, the first week of Sepetember. 
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M. Heldman added that people are completing their NID reports at this time  (Non Instructional Duty) reports. 
 
J. Russell asked if we could append this to the NID? 
 
M. Heldman replied no, we could not 
S. Plear felt it would be okay to  
J. Russell said that he would send this to anyone on the books here, certain of response. 
J. Belshaw please submit your report until 23 September. 
V. Feng added that have to administer the survey 
Back to the chairs 
Electronic files 
 
J. Russell added that this is just a proposal they are not going  
Chairs and 
 
V Feng suggested that instead of asking someone we post a website, wih a page for the comments and provide a 
URL to complete a web form. 
 
M. Gerson added that one of us would receive it as a e-mail 
 
M. Heldman recounted that with the Curriculum Design survey responses were e-mailed to AVP Deans and 
Veronica correlated these. That process was very effective. 
 
J. Belshaw said if a webpage is created policies would be up by then. 
 
M. Gerson:  Even if we don’t have 
 
V. Feng preferred a URL as this might not be a one-time thing, for example new faculty or 
For the new faculty 
-either during orientation or a form to be filled out 
 
M. Gerson added that we could include Human Resources to adopt this from. 
 
M. Heldman asked “Are we only interested in what faculty are doing?  Lots of references to faculty, do we want 
administrators and staff?”. 
 
M. Gerson added “or deans”. 
 
M. Heldman suggested that we delete reference to faculty members and add administrators and staff. 
It was agreed that reference to faculty members be deleted and administrators and staff be inserted. 
 
Action Item #23:  Under Introduction, second paragraph first sentence delete the phrase faculty members and 
insert the phrase administrators and staff.      V. Feng/M. Lerer 
 
J. Belshaw suggested we send out this survey as an e-mail. 
 
M. Heldman suggested that whatever I. Humphreys did for the Curriculum Design Survey would work well. 
 
J. Russell asked if there was some way of determining who responded and was it easy to set up? 
 
M. Heldman noted that we only want people who are interested. 
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J. Belshaw said that there are a number of faculty members in his area who state that they do not do any research 
at all.  They might not identify themselves as researchers, but once we have this date on a page description 
people might see themselves. 
Post on your website used to network 
Promote the individual and the College 
 
S. Plear said he liked it but there may be some resistance if it is viewed                   invited 
 
J. Belshaw – it may help to 
 
S. Plear added that PD reports are sometimes circulated – if faculty agreed to that 
V. Feng – suggested areas – consulting work 

 Action Item #24: Under Item 5.  Add Consulting Work     V. Feng/M. Lerer 
 

S. Plear – LED lighting 
Valuable to know 
Pakistani Consulate 
-gives a sense of breadth 
 
M. Heldman showcases 
Potential future partners 
 
J. Belshaw:  peer reviews 
To work with V. Feng to review 
 
J. Belshaw to work with I Humphreys 
Chairs workshop 
 

J. Russell added that the theme of the first workshop in the fall .......l be a presentation of the SASC-wil change 

some of the focus 
-policies over 
-m   the chairs and program directors to comment on 
-presentation 
-useful to discuss goals of SASC 
-brief overview of research ethics review 
-will need to be institution-wide 
-we might want to formulate what we want to get of the workshop 
-a way to inform the 
 
J. Belshaw – strategies 
-issue of educators 
-awareness and 
 
J. Russell moved to develop our next meeting to Static 
 
Meeting on conference on research ethics 
-education form on TCPS 2 
Meeting adjourned at 11:42am 

 
 
 

10. Date of next meeting:  Friday, June 30th, 2011 at 10:00am  
 
11. Meeting adjourned at 11:42am. 
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